INDIAN SCHOOL SALALAH SHINES IN CLASS X CBSE EXAMS
WITH 100% RESULTS AND CENTUMS!
The results for class X CBSE board exams were declared today around 11.am by
CBSE, New Delhi and everyone was jubilant and excited at Indian School Salalah,
when two of their students-Miss Rhea Jacob secured a perfect 100 in English and
Miss Aquila Mathews secured a perfect 100 in Maths and both of them set new records
for the school. Moreover, everyone in the school is happy about the 100% results.
The school has been very consistent in securing brilliant results and this year they
have excelled with perfect scores and high percentages. Miss Anlia Thelekkatte and
Miss Aquila Mathews topped with 484 marks (96.8 %) followed by Miss Avani
Vidyadharan with 483 marks (96.6%) and Miss Hrudya Prasanth with 482 marks
(96.4%). The concerted effort put in by the management, principal, staff and students
helped the students to come out with flying colours with top scores and distinctions.

The highlights of the results are as follows:
40 students secured above 90%, 145 students got distinction i.e. above 75%, and on
the whole 224 out of 247 secured first class i.e above 60%.
Subject toppers are: Miss Rhea Jacob in English (100 marks), Miss Adiba Ahmed in
Hindi (98 marks), Master Mihir Rawat in French (95 marks), Miss Aya Sameh Aly
Elsayed in Arabic (97marks), Miss Avani Vidyadharan, Miss Aquila Mathews and
Miss Reeshana in Malayalam (98 marks), Miss Aquila Mathews in Maths (100 marks),
Miss Blessy Abraham, Miss Noor Hamna Anwar and Miss Anlia Thelekkatte in Science
(99 marks) and Miss Hrudya Prasanth and Master Robin John Sam in Social Science
(99 marks)
Congratulations
The students and the teachers are happy and proud for having accomplished a
commendable result. The President of the School Management Committee –SMC,
Dr. Debashish C Bhattacharya, other members of the SMC and the Principal,
Mr. T. R. Brown congratulated the students and the teachers for the excellent results.

